Sponsorship for PhD candidates

CALL for applications
The European Association of Health Law (EAHL - eahl.eu/) aims to strengthen the
health and human rights interface throughout Europe. EAHL is happy to announce
fundings for PhD students in order to attend the 8th EAHL-Conference in
Ghent in 2022!
As a scientific organisation EAHL promotes research activities in the field of health
law and it is a pleasure for our association to announce support for young researchers
in this field:
EAHL will sponsor max. 20 scholarships for attending our next conference.
Applicants can receive up to 500 (five hundred) euros each as reimbursement for
travel costs (accommodation/transportation), overnight expenses during the
conference and conference fee.
If you would like to apply for funding, please, kindly consider the following
requirements:
− An applicant should be a PhD student during the 2021-2022 academic year
and be an EAHL member per 15 January 2022.
− Sponsorship covers active participants of the next EAHL-conference in Ghent
only (namely, prerequisite for awarding funds is that you are willing to present
at the next EAHL-conference (oral presentation, poster presentation,
attending the PhD workshop).
− Sponsorship can only cover fees associated with: accommodation (not more
than 3 days), travel costs (only economy) and registration (participation

at the conference) upon presentation of appropriate invoices and
confirmation that no other subsidies were granted for documents
submitted.
− All applications should include: CV (or academic records) and abstract
− All applicants awarded with funds will receive a funding certificate.
− Taking into account the COVID-19 pandemic we do understand that
applicants could fall ill before the event. In this case, EAHL will also
reimburse expenses (up to 500 euros) only based on official documentation
issued by medical authorities, stating name and time the person was tested
positive.
− All abstracts will be reviewed by a Scientific committee consisting of EAHLBoard members and by members of the scientific committee of the next
EAHL conference.
− Names of the reviewers will be officially published. However, results of the
submitted works’ assessment will be available only to the members of the
committee and EAHL administration.
− By submitting an application, you agree that your name, CV, submitted work
will be proceeded by the scientific committee and EAHL administration.
− All winners’ name will be published at the EAHL website.
− Applicants awarded will be notified by e-mail not later than February 20,
2022.
requirements for the abstract:
− All abstracts should be submitted in MS Office Word file of max 2 pages.
− The text format: Times New Roman, font – 14, line spacing – 1.5.
Unformatted text will not be considered and will be returned to the
sender.
− The abstracts will be assessed based on the following criteria:
1. It must cover your PhD research topic.
2. Topic must reflect European health-law related or bioethical issues.

3. It should include: novelty of the research, obtained results.
4. Abstract may be divided into sections (IMRAD format) or be presented
as a plain text. Please, avoid coloured text.
5. Figures or pictures can be included but taking into account general
requirements for the abstract’s length.
6. The language spelling should be British English.
7. Evaluation will cover each of the indicators:
a) Novelty.
b) Relevance of the topic for European health-law or bioethical
issues.
c) Readability.
d) Logical Structure and Grammar
If you are not a PhD student, we would appreciate it very much, if you spread the
word and share this announcement.
If you already have submitted – or will submit – an abstract for the EAHL conference
in Ghent via the website (https://healthlaw2022.eu), you can still apply for a
scholarship. If you so desire, you can send two different abstracts respectively for
the conference and for the scholarship, which will be reviewed separately. Abstracts
submitted for scholarships will also be reviewed with the possibility of being
accepted for the conference.
If you have registered for the conference and paid the fee and is awarded a
scholarship, the scholarship can be used to reimburse the fee (within the limit of 500
Euro). If you are awarded a scholarship, EAHL administration will register for the
conference on your behalf (the fee of 75 Euro will be deducted from the maximum
amount of 500 Euro). You need to proof your status as PhD-student if awarded a
scholarship. Any proof is accepted (i.e. letter of admission, confirmation letter by
the supervisor). It is a prerequisite that all who receive a scholarship will attend the
PhD workshop on Wednesday 20 April 2022 (9 – 12 a.m.).

In order to apply for funding, please, contact us at administration@eahl.eu and
indicate scholarship in the topic section of your email if you wish to apply for the
scholarship. The deadline for application is 10 February 2022 at 10 am (Central
European Time).
For any other questions, you may contact us at EAHL Administration
<eurohealthlaw@gmail.com>.

